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Package

Pogo Pin on PA768/Gun Grip

Please make sure the following contents are in the 
PA768 Gun Grip gift box. If something is missing or
damaged, please contact your Unitech representative. 

• PA768 Gun Grip
• Wrist Strap

The Package Content

Please remove the following items from PA768 
before using.
1. The Bottom Bumper

Getting Start

Getting Start (Continued)

2. The black mylar on the pogo pin (for gun grip)

3. The hand strap and fixed arm

Pogo pin of gun grip: 
connected with PA768 
via pogo pin

Pogo pin for gun grip



To ensure the unit working properly, please keep all connectors away
from the contaminants such as dust, grease, mud, and water.
Negligence may cause the unit to lose communication, short circuit, or
overheated. If the connector is damaged, please ensure the connector
is fully repaired before using the unit to avoid short circuiting.

WARNING!
There is a risk of fire and burns if the battery is handled improperly.
DO NOT disassemble, crush, puncture, short external contacts,
or dispose the battery pack in fire or water.
DO NOT attempt to open or service the battery.
Dispose used batteries according to local recycling guidelines in your area.

CAUTION!
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Assemble with Terminal

1. Align PA768 with the gun grip and insert from 
about 45 degree angle.

2. Press down PA768 until you hear a click sound.
Make sure there is no gap between PA768 and
the gun grip.

Disassemble with Terminal

Grab two protrusions on both sides of gun grip,
and bent outward while pushing PA768 upward,
then you can remove it from the gun grip.

Installation Tutorial Video

Scan the QR Code to watch 
PA768 Gun Grip 
Installation Tutorial Video

Before watching the video, 
please familiarize yourself with the following steps:

√ Remove the bracket arm and hand strap 
√ Take off the bottom bumper and pogo pin mylar
√ Align the PA768 with the gun grip and securely insert 

With a one-time preparation, following three steps will 
help you install the PA768 gun grip , enhancing the 
convenience and ease of use for your mobile computer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0e48DGcBDU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0e48DGcBDU
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